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Abstract. The present paper extended a common fixed point theorem due to 

Vasuki [9] in fuzzy 2-metric spaces. 
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1. Preliminaries 

 

Definition1.1: A fuzzy set A in X is function with domain X and values in [0,1]. 

 

Definition1.2: An operation ∗∶ 	 �0.1� 		�0,1� 		�0,1� → 	 �0,1� is called a t-norm 

of ��0,1�,∗ is an abelian topological monoid with unit 1 such that �� ∗ 	�� ∗	�� �
	�� ∗	�� 	 ∗	 whenever �� �	��, �� �	��	, �� �	��	���	���	��, ��, ��, ��	, ��, �� 	 ∈
�0,1�. 
 

Definition1.3 [2]: The 3-triple (X ,M ,* ) is said to be fuzzy 2- metric space if X is 

an arbitrary set, * is a continuous � � ���� and M is a fuzzy set in �� 		 	 �0	,∞� 
satisfying the following conditions: 

 ��	���	!	, "	, #	 ∈ 	�	��$	%	, �	 & 	0 	
[FM-1]  '	(!	, "	, #	,0� 	) 	0,	
[FM-2]  '	(!	, "	, #	, �� 	) 	1	���	���	�	 & 	0 and when at least two 

                                  of the three points are equal, 

[FM-3]  '(!	, "	, #	, �� 	) 	'	("	, !	, #	, �� 	) 	'	(#	, !	, "	, ��	 
                                  symmetry about three variabls, 

[FM-4]             '	(!	, "	, *	, ��� ∗ 	'	(!	, *	, #	, ��� ∗ 	'	(*	, "	, #	, ��� �
	'	(!	, "	, #	, �� 	+ 	�� 	+	���, ∀	!	, "	, #	, *	 ∈ 	�	��$	��	, ��	, �� 	& 	0	

[FM-5]  '	(!	, "	, #. � ∶ 	 �0,∞� 	→ 	 �0,1�	-%	�.��	����-�*�*%	,	
[FM-6]   log2→∞'(!, ", #, �� ) 1  

   

            The function value '	(!	, "	, #	, �� may be interpreted as the probability 

that the area of triangle is less than t. 

 

Definition1.4: 3.�	(�	,'	,∗�	�.	�	�*##"	2 ��.��-�	%5��..  
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1. ([5])A sequence �!2  in a  �*##"	2 � �.��-�  space X is said to be 

convergent to a point !	 ∈ 	� if  

  log2→∞'(!, ", #, �� ) 1 for all � ∈ 	�	��$	�	 & 	0 

2. ([5])A sequence �!2 in a  �*##"	2 � �.��-� space X is called Cauchy 

sequence if  

lim
2→∞

 '	(!289		, !2	, �	, �� ) 1 for ���	�	 ∈ 	�	��$	�	 & 	0, 5	 & 	0 

3. ([5])A fuzzy 2-metric space in which every Cauchy sequence is convergent 

is said to complete. 

4. The mapping f and g of a fuzzy 2-metric space (X ,M , *) into itself are 

called R-weakly commuting provided there exists some positive real 

number R such that 

'(�:!	, :�!	, �	, �� ; '(�!	, :!	, �	, �/=� for all ! ∈ �  

 

2. Main Result 

 

Theorem2.1: Let (�,',∗�	  be a complete fuzzy 2- metric space and let 

�	��$	:	�.	= � >.�?�" commuting self mappings of X satisfying the conditions: 

'(�!, �", >, �� ; �('(:!, :", >, ���   ………………………………. (2.1)	
Where �: �0,1� → �0,1� is a continuous function such that 

 �(�� & �	���	.��A	0 B � B 1	  
the sequence �!2	��$	�"2 in X are such A��	!2 → ! , "2 → ", � & 0 implies  

'(!2, "2, >, �� → '(!, ", >, �� ………………………………………. (2.2) 

C�	�A.	���:.	��	:	�����-�%	�A.	���:.	��	�	��$	-�	.-�A.�	�	��	:	-%	����-�*�*%, 
	�A.�	�	��$	:	A�D.	*�-E*.	������	�-!.$	5�-��.   
 

Proof: Let !F be an arbitrary point in X. Since �(�� 	⊂ 	:(��	choose a point !F ∈ 

X such that  

 �!F ) 	:!�. In general choose !28�  such that �!2 ) :!28� .Then for � & 0  

'(�!2, �!28�, >, �� ; �H'(:!2, :!28�, >, ��I  
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 ) �('(�!2J�, �!2, >, ��� ……………………………………………. (2.3) 

& '(�!2J�, �!2, >, ��		%-��.	�(�� & �		���	0 B � B 1.   
Thus  �'(�!2, �!28�, >, ��, � ; 0  is a increasing sequence of positive real 

numbers in [0,1] and therefore tends to a limit 3 � 1 . We claim that 3 )
1.		 ��	3 B 1, on making � → ∞ in (2.3)  

we get 3 ; �(3� & 3, a contradiction. Hence 3 ) 1 

now for any positive integer p, 

'H�!2, �!289, >, �I ; '(�!2, �!28�, >, �/5� ∗ … ∗ 'H�!289J�, �!289, >, �/5I  
; '(�!2, �!28�, >, �/5� ∗ ……∗ '(�!2, �!28�, >, �/5�  
Since by the above argument 

 lim2→∞'(�!2, �!28�, >, �� ) 1 	���	� & 0	-�	�����>%	�A��	  
lim2→∞'H�!2, �!289, >, �I ; 1 ∗ 1………… . .1	 ; 1.  
Thus ��!2 is a Cauchy sequence and by completeness of X, ��!2 converges to z 

in X. Also :!2 → #.  
Let us suppose that the mapping f is continuous. Then ��!2 → �# and �:!2 →
�#. Further we have since �	��$	:	��.	= � >.�?�"	����*�-�:		
'(�:!2, :�!2, >, �� ; '(�!2, :!2, >, �/��  
On letting n→∞ in this inequality we get :�!2 → �# , by (2.2) we now prove that 

# ) �#. 
Suppose # L �# then there exists � & 0 such that '(#, �#, >, �� B 1. By (2.1) 

'(�!2, ��!2, >, �� ; �('(:!2, :�!2, >, ���     on making n→∞ in the above 

inequality we get  

'(#, �#, >, �� ; �('(#, �#, >, �� & '(#, �#,>, �� a contradiction. Therefore, 

# ) �#.		M-��.	�(�� 	⊂ 	:(�� we can find #�	-�	�	%*�A	�A��	# ) �# ) :#� Now 

'(��!2, �#�, >, �� ; �('(:�!2, :#�, >, ���  taking limit as n→∞ we get  

'(�#, �#�, >, �� ; �H'(�#, :#�, >, ��I ) 1	%-��.	�(�� ) 1	���	� ) 1.  
Which implies that �# ) �#�	-. .. # ) �# ) �#� ) :#�. ��%�	���	��"	� & 0,  
'(�#, :#, >, �� ) '(�:#�, :�#�, >, ��  
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; 'N�#�, :#�, >, OPQ ) 1 which again implies that �# ) :#. Thus z is a common 

fixed point of f and g . Now to prove the uniqueness let if possible # L #` be 

another common fixed point of f and g. Then there exists � & 0  such that 

'(#, #`, >, �� B 1 and  

'H#, #`, >, �I ) '(�#, �#`, >, ��  
                          ≥�('(:#, :#`, >, ��  
                          =�('(#, #`, >, ��  
                          >'H#, #`, >, �I	%-��.	�(�� & �	���	� B � B 1.   
Which is a contradiction. Therefore, # ) #` i. e.   z is a unique common fixed 

point of f and g.  
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